Optimal reconstruction matrix and PET image filtration for point-spread function and time-of-flight reconstruction - A phantom study.
The aim of this study was to determine the optimal image matrix and half-width of the Gaussian filter after iterative reconstruction of the PET image with point-spread function (PSF) and time-of-flight (TOF) correction, based on measuring the recovery coefficient (RC) curves. The measured RC curves were compared to those from an older system which does not use PSF and TOF corrections. The measurements were carried out on a NEMA IEC Body Phantom. We measured the RC curves based on SUVmax and SUVA50 in source spheres with different diameters. The change in noise level for different reconstruction parameter settings and the relation between RC curves and the administered activity were also evaluated. With an increasing size of image matrix and reduction in the half-width of the post-reconstruction Gaussian filter, there was a significant increase in image noise and overestimation of the SUV. The local increase in SUV, observed for certain filtrations and objects with a diameter below 13mm, was caused by PSF correction. The decrease in administered activity, while maintaining the same conditions of acquisition and reconstruction, also led to overestimation of readings of the SUV and additionally to deterioration in reproducibility. This study proposes a suitable size for the image matrix and filtering for displaying PET and SUV measurements. The benefits were demonstrated as improved image parameters for the newer instrument, these even being found using relatively strong filtration of the reconstructed images.